
W
hen the mighty Rosenbauer

Panther 6x6 races up at full

tilt, it demonstrates the fasci-

nating power of WIKINGCONTROL87

perfectly. The work of a fire service

vehicle becomes reality with this reali-

stic model! This is the first time the suc-

cessful high-end technology has been

used in a remote-controlled model on a

scale of 1:87 and this imposing airfield

fire truck will certainly add to its appeal

and allow even more driving enjoyment.

Hidden inside the Panther 6x6 is an

advanced high-tech system: two servo-

motors enable finely tuned steering 

control and ensure realistic flexibility

of movement. Remote-controlled blue

lights, headlights and sirens make the

authenticity of WIKINGCONTROL87

complete. The longlife lithium-poly-

mer microbattery and the powerful

motor bring excellent maneouvrability

while guaranteeing perfect traction,

thus redefining the big world of model

vehicles. And that’s not all: just one

remote control can be used to control a

number of models if required.

So WIKING has 

succeeded in 

giving enthusiasts

a new dimension

to passion on a

scale of 1:87: 

one which is 

realistic,

unmissable

and un-

mistakable.
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Remote-controlled model

Digital proportional driving function

Digital proportional steering control

Main beam headlights

Rotating lights

Rotating lights and siren

1 drive motor and 1 servo-motor2
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Technical modifications and variations in color could be made without notice.

Before starting up for
the first time:
Charge the battery
Always use an original
power pack to 
charge the battery.
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TheWIKINGCONTROL87 remote
control module is identical to the 
SIKUCONTROL32 remote control
module and can be used with both 
systems.

Not compatible with SIKU-
CONTROL32 Infra-Red.


